
HOW TO WRITE A SPOOKY SETTING DESCRIPTION

Use these beautifully illustrated planning sheets to help your children to prepare for writing a great setting description for
a scary story! Each of these.

So little by little gravity pulls it down and the weather makes it more decrepit. All pretence lost, they bolted
for the way they came in and bunched in the wooden frame three abreast before tumbling into the daylight.
Inside it was said the furniture was still laid out as it was in the early 's but was now decaying and mildewed.
Background by. One of the reasons why children and adults around the world fell in love with J. Portraits of
prior staff hanging in corridors are animated and talk. Mould ate away at the walls and flooring, and cobwebs
laced the bordered up windows and portraits of self-righteous people who once lived in the house. Setting and
action affect each other. Was it really brimstone we'd smelt? Old House General The house lives as if under
constant shadow, as if the sun keeps reaching for those walls that shrink away. It was just too spooky, but at
least it added some drama to their otherwise pedestrian lives. Dickens also shows how the industrial activities
that take place in his setting alter it. I froze, and as I stood there, caught a woody scent lingering in the air. At
night the house was pitch black and not a soul had ever seen a person enter or leave. General The musty smell
of a house that had been long abandoned filled my nose. It's drummed into us from pre-school "Always know
your exits. The door was bolted from the inside, but boys will be boys, and there was no glass in the window
frames. But for all their bluster the closest anyone went was the newspaper girl, and even she threw it from a
distance. I think that's what spooked people the most. Like Rowling, give your setting detail. Until that then
the paint will peel and the wood will rot, forever wishing for the warmth of a touch. It's window's weren't quite
right, not really centred and they stayed resolutely shut even in the hottest summer. By Angela Abraham,
daisydescriptionari , November 15,  As they entered the old dining room the light cast from the open doorway
was lost from view and several of them blundered into dusty cobwebs. The once-grand building has been
damaged and acquires a ghostly, nostalgic character as time and historical events change it completely. Here is
Dickens describing the industrial city of Coketown, for example, in Hard Times : It was a town of red brick, or
of brick that would have been red if the smoke and ashes had allowed it; but as matters stood, it was a town of
unnatural red and black â€¦ It had a black canal in it, and a river that ran purple with ill-smelling dye, and vast
piles of building full of windows where there was a rattling and a trembling all day long, and where the piston
of the steam-engine worked monotonously up and down, like the head of an elephant in a state of melancholy
madness. I heard something. Give your story setting detail â€” J. In sum, the description conjures a vivid
mental image of the town. The door, slightly off colour from the rest of the house, loomed over him like a
giant as he reached for the brass door handle. If your story spans multiple months, years or even decades, think
about how time might impact setting: Will familiar locations â€” shops and bars, for example â€” expand,
move or close down? General The house had that spooky charm, it was dull and quiet, cobwebs everywhere,
chandeliers suspended from the ceiling and that odd knock no one could seem to explain. By Angela
Abraham, daisydescriptionari , January 18,  Tobacco smoke? Then the front door slammed shut, likely caught
by a rogue gust, and their bravado evaporated faster than summer rain.


